CDR-To-MoVis: Developing A Mobility Visualization System From CDR Data
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Abstract—CDR (Call Detail Records) data is more easily available than other network related data (such as GPS data) as most telecommunications service providers (TSPs) maintain such data. By analyzing it one can find mobility patterns of most of the population thus leading to efficient urban planning, disease and traffic control, etc. But its granularity is low as the latitude and longitude (lat-lon) of a cell tower is used as the current location of all mobile phones that are connected to the cell tower at that time. Granularity can range between 10s of metres to several kms depending on population density of a locality. This is one reason why, although there are many existing systems on visualizing mobility of people based on GPS data, there is hardly any existing system for CDR.

We develop a Mobility Visualization System (MoVis) for visualizing mobility of people from their CDR records. First of all, given the CDR records of a user, we determine her stay regions (places where she stays for a significant amount of time). Trajectories of phone events (and lat-lon of cell towers) between stay regions are extracted as her trips. Start and end times of a trip are estimated using linear extrapolation. Based on the start and end times, temporal patterns are extracted. Trips with sufficient number of intermediate points are mapped to transport network that consists of train lines, bus routes and expressways. We use Kernel density estimation to visualize the most common path for a given origin and destination. Based on this we create a round-the-clock visualization of mobility of people over the entire city separately for weekdays and weekends. At the end we show the validation results.

I. INTRODUCTION

CDR data is generated and maintained by all telecommunications service providers. It shows the time stamp of a phone event and the lat-lon of the cell tower it is connected to. It is used primarily for generating billing records [1]. Analysis of CDR data has the potency of revealing mobility of the entire population thus leading to better public-related services such as urban planning, traffic control and disease control [2]. Because of its low cost, CDR data is more easily available than other location-based data, e.g. GPS data. But it lacks granularity because the location of a mobile phone is the lat-lon of cell tower it is connected to. Depending on the population density of a locality, granularity can vary from tens of metres to a few kms. With these contrasting characteristics of high reachability but low granularity, analysis of CDR data is interesting yet challenging.

In this paper we are concerned with extracting mobility information about a user from her CDR records. An important part of mobility is map-matching, i.e., mapping trajectories of phone events to transport network. There are many existing papers that show how to map GPS trajectories to transport network [3]. But GPS data is much more frequent and extremely regular compared to CDR records. High sampling rate and regular observations are key factors in achieving accurate map-matching. If a user does not make any phone event, CDR data may not show any record. Even though the user has made a trip, it does not show up in her CDR records. So, trips with few intermediate phone events may be rejected upfront.

Doyle et al [4] determines travel mode (train, bus) and major routes taken by mobile phone users. Their study involved CDR trajectories between Dublin and Cork which are more than 250km apart. The number of possible transport routes is very few. Another similar study addresses the problem of extracting intercity trips from CDR data and mapping the trips to intercity highways [5]. Our study involves users’ mobility in a densely populated city like Singapore where travel distance generally do not exceed 15km. When travel distance is small, number of possible transport routes increases dramatically, and time to travel reduces significantly, thus reducing the number of intermediate phone events on the way.

There are several works that consider temporal and spatial population distribution using CDR data [2], [6]. These works do not distinguish between towers used by a user as her stay regions where she stays significant amount of time, and in-transit or intermediate points which are used when she is traveling. Furthermore, in these works the trajectories of phone events are not mapped to transport network. As we will soon see, mapping a trajectory to transport network requires specific departure time from origin and arrival time at the destination which are usually absent in the raw CDR data.

We develop a comprehensive Mobility Visualization System (MoVis). Travel within a city, although of small distance and usually with few intermediate phone events, is repeated again and again. For example, a user goes from her home to office every weekday, or she goes to her favorite supermarket every
MoVis determines mobility patterns for individual users and for all users. It starts with determining stay regions of a user where s/he stays significant amount of time. Trajectories of phone events (and lat-lon of cell towers) between stay regions are extracted as her trips. Start and end times of a trip are estimated based on linear extrapolation. Trips with sufficient number of intermediate points are mapped to transport network that consists of train lines, bus routes and expressways. We use Kernel density estimation to visualize the most common path for a given origin and destination. Based on this we create a round-the-clock visualization of mobility of people over the entire city separately for weekdays and weekends. Finally, we validate the results using both direct and indirect approaches.

In the demo we will show these features of MoVis using a sample mobile network data of three months for 3.9 million users with (approx) 8 billion CDR records. Mobile network data is the service log when a mobile phone is connected to mobile network. It contains anonymised ID.

Unique contributions of this demo includes: (a) a method to extract stay regions from CDR data, (b) a method to extract trips a user makes within a city, (c) map-matching trajectories of CDR data to transport network, and (d) a round-the-clock visualization of trips of all users in a city.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the engine of MoVis. Section 3 discusses MoVis architecture. A walk-through of MoVis with screen shots of UI is presented in Section 4.

II. METHODOLOGY


Determine Stay Regions and Trips: Consider a single user and her CDR records. A stay region is a location consisting of one or more cell towers that satisfy two thresholds, a temporal ($T_h$) and another spatial ($S_h$). The user’s records must show that she stayed in a stay region at least for $T_h$ time. A trajectory of phone events between any two stay regions is a trip. So, a trip consists of two stay regions as its start and end, and zero or more cell towers as intermediate points. Each trip is scanned once more to find out incidents of stay in a stay region with only one phone event or a sequence of phone events that does not satisfy $T_h$. If time gap between the event(s) and its preceding or succeeding event is more than $T_h$ time, the trip is terminated in that stay region and a new trip is started that consists of the remaining phone events of the old trip. Note that this phase does not find any new stay regions. This phase is necessary because CDR data is not as frequent and regular as GPS data.

Home and Work Place Prediction: Among all stay regions home and work place are the most important as a user spends most of her time there. See [7] for further details.

Temporal Patterns: In order to find temporal patterns, we estimate start and end times for each trip. Consider a trip with at least two intermediate points, say $a$ and $b$. Time($b$) - Time($a$) is required to cover Dist($a$, $b$). Using linear extrapolation, we calculate projected start time and projected end time. If original start time is later than projected start time, retain the original. Similarly, if original end time is earlier than projected end time, retain the original.

Trip Distance: If we take the direct distance between the start and the end as the trip distance, we may underestimate it. On the other hand, if we calculate the trip distance by adding all consecutive cell tower distances (those cell towers appearing in the trip), we usually overestimate, particularly when there are many intermediate points. We use a map simplification algorithm (Sivalingam-Whyatt algorithm [8]). It can find out major changes in the shape of the trip curve, and keep only those intermediate points that retain the shape.

Representative Trip: There may be many trips between two stay regions of a user. Visualization of all such trips simultaneously appears messy. We applied a Markov Chain Model to show a representative trip. First of all, a graph like structure is created. If cell tower $b$ appears in a trip immediately after $a$, then $a$ and $b$ are connected by an edge. The weight of the edge is the total number of times $a \rightarrow b$ appears in trips. Once the graph structure is ready, begin from start node. Find the next node with the highest count having an edge from start. Repeat this procedure for the next node until end appears. The path from start to end is the representative trip.

Map-Matching: Each trip is mapped to its nearest route. We included 5 train lines, 11 expressways, and 374 bus routes. Geometries for these routes are obtained from OpenStreetMap (openstreetmap.org). The entire Singapore map is divided into many Voronoi cells using cell tower lat-lon as seeds. R-Tree is used to find out the Voronoi cells intersected by a transport route. These Voronoi cells are stored in $RouteVoronoiCells$. A user’s trip must have at least four intermediate points apart from start and end. Voronoi cells intersected by the trip trajectory curve are stored in $TripVoronoiCells$. A transport route is selected in $ShortListedRoutes$ that has at least one common Voronoi cell between $RouteVoronoiCells$ and $TripVoronoiCells$. Distance is calculated between the user’s trip to each route in $ShortListedRoutes$ by adding the perpendicular distance from each seed point in $TripVoronoiCells$ to the route. The route with the shortest distance is selected.

Most Common Route between an Origin and a Destination: Given an origin and a destination, first of all we collate all trips for all users. Frequencies of usages of cell towers are computed and fed to a two-dimensional Kernel density estimation (KDE) program. As a result, the most common path is prominently visible with high intensity color. The calculated Kernel densities of cell towers are fed to a global thresholding algorithm. This algorithm can automatically determine the threshold that separates the towers that appear in the prominently visible path from other cell towers.
Next we determine the sequence of these selected cell towers from origin to destination. This sequence is then mapped to its nearest transport route.

**Tracking the Mobility of Population:** Using KDE we can track the mobility of the population round-the-clock. There are two visualizations: (1) shows everything (both mobile and static), and (2) shows only the trips (not the static).

### III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

As illustrated in Figure 1, MoVis includes a Main Program (MP) that processes each user record one at a time. It extracts stay regions of the user, followed by her trips between pairs of stay regions. It computes projected start and end times of a trip. Based on this it finds temporal patterns. It can also show a representative trip using Markov Chain model. It maps individual trips to its closest transport route as part of map-matching. A Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) Program processes trips across the entire data set. It finds the most common route between a given origin and destination, and maps it to the nearest transport route. It also determines the round-the-clock mobility of the entire population. The Visualization Program shows the results of MP and KDE superimposed over the map of Singapore with the transport network in the background. We employ a variant of the Command Query Responsibility Segregation pattern in our design mainly for performance reasons (MongoDB as a write store and PostgreSQL / PostGIS as a read store) (http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn568103.aspx). A Map-Reduce version of the system is also implemented. There are also plans to move the data storage layer to Apache Hive.

### IV. DEMONSTRATION

A user can interact with MoVis at individual level to visualize her stay regions, trips, temporal patterns of trips, representative trip, mapping of each trip to transport network, etc. She can also visualize commonly used routes between an origin and a destination, and mobility heat map of all people.

**Stay Regions:** Figure 2(left) shows top-5 stay regions as circles with $S_h$ as radius. Percentage of time spent in a stay region is shown inside the circle. She spends 36% of her time at home, and 16% at work, and so on. Figure 2(right) shows trips between home and work.

**Representative Trip:** In Figure 3 the left side shows many trips between two stay regions (in this case home and work place). Many trips follows the same route while a few trips take different routes. A representative trip captures the most commonly used route. It (right side) shows the probabilities assigned to various intermediate points.

**Temporal Patterns:** Figure 4 shows the results of grouping start and end times for trips between home to work. Times are grouped into hourly slots starting with the earliest time. In this case the earliest start time of the user is 6:10AM.

**Mobility Score:** Number of stay regions, number of trips and distance per trip contribute to the mobility score of an individual. Mobility score of a planning area is the average mobility score of users staying there. Figure 5 shows that remote planning areas constitute the top-10 mobility scores whereas central business district (CBD) and nearby planning areas constitute the bottom-10.

**Map-Matching** If we include bus routes, most trips are mapped to a bus route because the number of bus routes far outnumber train lines and expressways. So, the system considers train lines and expressways separately from bus routes. Figure 6 shows the map of Singapore with train lines (blue) and expressways (grey). The actual trip (green) is
mapped to its nearest route, i.e., North-South train line. The corresponding train line segment with the start and end station names are highlighted.

**Mobility Heat Map:** In Figure 7(a-c) we show three screenshots at time (5, 8:30, and 10AM) of a round-the-clock mobility heatmap on weekdays. At 5AM the mobility is at the lowest. At 8:30AM, the train lines and expressways have become more prominent as people start going to work place. At 10AM morning peak hour is over, i.e., the mobility has reduced significantly. In other works authors have shown heatmap using all CDR records, but such heatmap misses significant change in traffic from 8:30 to 10AM which is captured here by considering only the trips. A user can set weekdays/weekends, bandwidth (for KDE), time window interval (1hr, 2hr), and increment (15 min, 30 min). Figure 7(d) shows heatmap for trips between an origin and destination.

**Validation:** Validation can be (a) direct (e.g., a sample survey) or (b) indirect (e.g., comparison with existing statistics).
(a) In a survey of 20 participants, home prediction accuracy is 100% (within 1 km), work place prediction is 94%, top-5 most frequent places is 92% and map-matching of top-5 most frequent trips is 86%. (b) Distance per trip is 8.4km compared to LTA (www.lta.gov.sg) statistics of 9.7km; number of trips per day per user is 2.29 compared to LTA’s 2.35. Validation results show that MoVis is effective.

A video clip is in http://www1.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/~dashm/ICDE15Demo.mp4.
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